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Abstract—Multipath routing is required to make efficient
use of all the available network capacity. Per-packet multipath
routing algorithms report better performance than their Per-
flow counterparts. However, per-packet multipath routing algo-
rithms are rarely used in practice due their negative impact
on connection oriented protocols, such as TCP. To overcome
this problem we are proposing the Multi-Stream TCP (MSTCP)
protocol. MSTCP gives applications that use TCP access to
the performance improvements made possible by per-packet
multipath routing. An improvement of up to 70% and 40% in the
application’s goodput on a butterfly network is reported when
using MSTCP compared to OSPF and our previous per-packet
multipath routing solution, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multipath routing algorithms are essential to make efficient

use of all the available network resources [1], [2], and can

be categorised into two main classes: per-flow multipath and

per-packet multipath. Per-flow multipath routing algorithms

forward packets related to the same flow over the same

path. Distinct flows with the same source-destination pair

are allowed to follow different paths. On the other hand,

per-packet multipath allows packets from the same flow to

follow different paths. Compared to per-flow routing, the

ability to split a flow at packet level leads to an increase in

path data allocation control. Under ideal conditions, this can

result in superior network performance, increased efficiency

and better resource usage. Nonetheless, per-packet multipath

routing is rarely used in practice due to its negative impact

on connection-oriented protocols such as the Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP) [3], [4].

Using all of the available network resources efficiently

requires the use of a Globally Optimal per-packet Multipath

Routing (GOMR). A GOMR algorithm requires up to date

information on both the network topology and the flows

currently using the network. The distributed control plane

used by traditional network architectures cannot obtain such

information efficiently. To overcome this problem and enable

the deployment of a GOMR algorithm, the Software Defined

Network (SDN) architecture is used in this work [5]. SDN

is a network architecture that centralises the network control

plane into a single entity (the network controller) giving it

access to all the information required to deploy a GOMR

algorithm. In our previous work, the GOMR-PPFS system [6]

combines a GOMR algorithm with a Per-Packet Flow Splitting

(PPFS) SDN switch to improve network performance. Current

SDN switches are unable to split an incoming flow in an

arbitrary ratio over multiple paths in a scalable manner. The

PPFS SDN switch was designed to overcome this problem by

splitting a flow over multiple paths using a stochastic process.

For every packet received, the switch selects the forwarding

port at random based on the path split ratios assigned by

the GOMR algorithm. It was shown that the GOMR-PPFS

system offers clear advantages when compared to both an

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and an Equal Cost Multipath

Routing (ECMP) solution. However, it was also shown that

TCP streams split over multiple paths performed worse when

compared to flows transmitted over a single path.

To allow TCP flows to benefit from the potential perfor-

mance benefit a per-packet multipath routing solution may

offer, the Multi-Stream TCP (MSTCP) protocol is proposed. A

further benefit is that MSTCP, unlike PPFS, does not require

any modifications to current SDN hardware. Results show

that using MSTCP combined with SDN, a TCP’s application

received goodput is increased by a maximum of 70% and 40%

when compared to OSPF and PPFS using a butterfly network

topology, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II

describes the MSTCP protocol. Section III presents the results

and the setup used. Finally, Section IV concludes this paper

and provides insight on our ongoing research.

II. MULTI-STREAM TCP

The MSTCP protocol sits on top of the TCP transport

layer protocol as shown in Fig. 1. The network controller is

contacted by any application that wants to transmit data over

the network. Each application supplies the network controller

with the destination node’s address and its data rate. The

GOMR algorithm installed on the controller will reply with

the number of TCP connections to open and the data rate to

transmit on each one.
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Fig. 1: The proposed MSTCP framework. The numbers rep-

resents the sequence of events, in order, when an application

has data to transmit.

The GOMR ensures that each TCP connection owned by

the same flow is routed over a different path. A stochastic

scheduler is used by the MSTCP transmitter to distribute the

packets between the various TCP connections based on the

data rate each connection is allocated by the routing algorithm.

A stochastic scheduler is used because of its implementation

simplicity and capability of handling an arbitrary split ratio

in a scalable way. A 64-bit packet identifier is attached with

every packet transmitted. This packet identifier is used by

the MSTCP receiver to forward packets to the receiving

application in the same order as that transmitted. The packet

identifier is required as packets may be forwarded over paths

with different properties in a random order. This is important

to retain the same features an application using TCP comes

to expect. MSTCP does not require a separate packet loss

mechanism because it is handled by the underlying TCP pro-

tocol. Similarly, a combined congestion control mechanism is

unnecessary as the routing algorithm is assumed to be globally

optimal; thus, the congestion control mechanism offered by

TCP at a stream level is enough. Note that in cases where the

routing algorithm assigns a flow to transmit on a single path,

a standard TCP connection is used.

The Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) [7] protocol is similar in

concept to MSTCP, in that they both aggregate multiple TCP

sub-flows to improve network performance. However, the aim

and use case of the two protocols is very different. The main

objective of MPTCP is to use multi-homed devices to increase

either the connection’s throughput, reliability or both. MPTCP

achieves this by creating a TCP sub-flow for every network

device available with the assumption that the sub-flows will

be routed over different paths. As MPTCP is located at the

transport layer, it has no knowledge of the underlying network

topology and no control over the routes each underlying sub-

flow takes. This limitation requires MPTCP to implement a

shared congestion control mechanism between all the TCP

sub-flows such that multiple MPTCP sub-flows do not starve

a single TCP connection from resources if they happen to share

a bottleneck link. MSTCP uses a GOMR algorithm and SDN

to overcome the aforementioned issues faced by MPTCP.

III. RESULTS

A. Setup

Network Simulations are carried out using the Network

Simulator version 3.29 (ns-3) [8]. A custom switch device

is developed to replicate the required functionality of an

SDN switch. The PPFS results are generated using the switch

developed in our previous work [6]. All switches are assumed

to have unlimited buffers to eliminate the effect of packet loss

caused by buffer overflow. Although this is not realistic, this

assumption simplifies the analysis of the network performance

results. The random numbers used by the MSTCP transmitter

and the PPFS switches use ns-3’s own Uniform Random

Number generator. Packets are transmitted at a Constant Bit

Rate (CBR) with a packet size of 590 bytes (incl. headers)

using the NewReno TCP congestion control mechanism. When

using MSTCP and PPFS, applications transmit at the rate

assigned by the routing algorithm, not that requested. Data rate

transmission modification is possible because SDN allows bi-

directional communication between the routing algorithm and

the application. Two examples of rate adapting applications are

file transfer and video streaming applications. OSPF lacks the

means to communicate with an application; therefore, when

using OSPF, flows always transmit at the requested data rate.

OSPF is configured to use the link’s delay value as its metric

making the shortest path the one with the lowest aggregate

delay value. No results are presented for a per-flow multipath

routing algorithm as all the scenarios considered here have a

single flow for any source-destination pair. MPTCP results are

not included either because all of the terminals are assumed

to have a single network device. In both of the above cases

the performance of the mentioned methods would be identical

to OSPF.

In the results that follow, Goodput is defined as the rate

at which an application is able to generate or consume data.

Delay is defined as the time taken from when the transmitting

application sends a byte of data, to when the receiving appli-

cation receives that same byte of data. Any time used waiting

to deliver a block of data to the application in its correct order

is included in the delay measurements. This setup is used to

accurately represent the performance of an application using

the protocols under test.

B. Network Simulation Results

The network simulation results using the Butterfly network

topology shown in Fig. 2 are presented in Table I. Each

simulation was left running for 2 simulation time minutes. The

performance of the proposed MSTCP protocol is tested using

two different scenarios, both using two flows each. Flow 1

transmits its data from terminal T0 to terminal T2, and Flow 2



TABLE I: Network Simulation Results

Flow Protocol
Requested
Goodput
(Mbps)

Path
Allocated
Per Path
(Mbps)

Received
Goodput
(Mbps)

Received
Goodput

(%)

Mean
Delay
(ms)

1

MSTCP 8.5
T0 → S0 → S4 → T2 4.25

8.50 100.00 17.56
T0 → S0 → S2 → S3 → S4 → T2 4.25

PPFS 8.5
T0 → S0 → S4 → T2 4.25

6.01 70.75 169.80
T0 → S0 → S2 → S3 → S4 → T2 4.25

OSPF 8.5 T0 → S0 → S4 → T2 8.5 4.54 53.47 225.92

2

MSTCP 4.5 T1 → S1 → S2 → S3 → S5 → T3 4.5 4.50 100.00 9.34

PPFS 4.5 T1 → S1 → S2 → S3 → S5 → T3 4.5 4.50 100.00 32.74

OSPF 4.5 T1 → S1 → S2 → S3 → S5 → T3 4.5 4.50 100.00 6.38

(a) Scenario 1

Flow Protocol
Requested
Goodput
(Mbps)1

Path
Allocated
Per Path
(Mbps)

Received
Goodput
(Mbps)

Received
Goodput

(%)

Mean
Delay
(ms)

1

MSTCP 8.95
T0 → S0 → S4 → T2 4.475

8.94 99.86 149.89
T0 → S0 → S2 → S3 → S4 → T2 4.475

PPFS 9.08
T0 → S0 → S4 → T2 4.54

6.02 66.26 169.61
T0 → S0 → S2 → S3 → S4 → T2 4.54

OSPF 9.08 T0 → S0 → S4 → T2 9.08 4.54 50.00 226.09

2

MSTCP 31.32
T1 → S1 → S5 → T3 26.85

31.28 99.86 149.89
T1 → S1 → S2 → S3 → S5 → T3 4.47

PPFS 31.80
T1 → S1 → S5 → T3 27.26

18.83 59.22 49.94
T1 → S1 → S2 → S3 → S5 → T3 4.54

OSPF 31.80 T1 → S1 → S2 → S3 → S5 → T3 31.80 9.08 28.56 109.69

(b) Scenario 2

1Flows transmit at the same throughput such that the network is used at full capacity. MSTCP has a lower requested goodput rate due to the addition of
the MSTCP header. The throughput rate of both flows 1 and 2 for all protocols is equal to 10 and 35 Mbps, respectively.
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Fig. 2: The Butterfly network topology used for network

simulations. Edge labels X/Y denote the link data rate X in

Mbps and the link delay Y in ms.

transmits its data from terminal T1 to terminal T3. The path(s)

used by a flow for any given scenario is given in the Path

column in Table I. Scenario 1 is designed to demonstrate the

advantages of a per-packet multipath routing algorithm and

show that MSTCP’s performance is identical to standard TCP

when a flow is allowed to transmit on a single path. Scenario 2

is used to test the performance of the three routing algorithms

considered here when the network is operating at full capacity.

From the results shown in Table I, it is clear that multipath

routing is superior to single path routing, as both PPFS and

MSTCP outperform or match OSPF under all conditions tested

here. Even though PPFS and MSTCP are both per-packet

multipath routing solutions, MSTCP achieves better overall

performance. In the case of Flow 1 in Scenario 1, MSTCP

achieves a 30% increase in the flow’s received goodput and a

reduction of 152 ms in the application’s end-to-end delay when

compared to PPFS. All the protocols used here have identical

goodput performance when the flow is transmitted over a

single path, as shown in the case of Flow 2 in Scenario 1. Note

that OSPF has marginally better delay performance for Flow 2

in Scenario 1, compared to MSTCP and PPFS because OSPF

routes both flows over edge disjoint paths. In comparison, both

MSTCP and PPFS allocate data for both flows on the link

S2 ↔ S3. The loss in performance of PPFS compared with

MSTCP is caused by the split of a single TCP stream over

multiple paths at the network switch level.

TCP is designed to expect a first-in first-out delivery of

packets; receiving out of order packets, in our case due

to multipath, results in duplicate acknowledgements at the

transmitter. If the transmitter receives three duplicate acknowl-

edgements, the transmitter will re-transmit the packet because



it assumes that the packet has been lost, even though it may

already be in transit on another path. This inability for TCP

to efficiently handle out of order packets may lead to a severe

degradation in its performance as evidenced by the results

presented here. MSTCP solves this problem by using multiple

TCP sub-streams for each path. In this way, each packet

transmitted on the same TCP sub-stream will follow the same

path, avoiding the problem caused by out-of-order packets

entirely.

The higher network load in Scenario 2 compared to Sce-

nario 1 amplifies the problems faced by a TCP stream split

over multiple paths. Referring to the results in Table I(b),

MSTCP achieves a near 100% reception rate for both flows,

compared to the 66% and 59% achieved by PPFS for Flow 1

and Flow 2 respectively. Referring to Flow 1 in Scenario 2,

PPFS reports a 100 ms decrease in the average received end-

to-end delay when compared to MSTCP; however, MSTCP

achieves a 40% increase in the application’s received goodput.

Even though the links are used beyond their capacity when

using OSPF; the reported delay values are not much larger

than those of PPFS and MSTCP thanks to TCP’s congestion

prevention mechanism. This mechanism reduces the applica-

tion’s transmission rate to match the smallest capacity from

the set of links being used by the flow.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work has presented the MSTCP protocol and validated

its use and performance by providing some initial network

simulation results. The MSTCP protocol is designed to in-

crease network efficiency by allowing TCP applications to gain

the advantages offered by a per-packet multipath routing al-

gorithm. Network simulation results have shown that by using

MSTCP, an increase of up to 70% and 40% in the application’s

received goodput is reported when compared to OSPF and our

previous per-packet multipath solution (PPFS), respectively.

We are currently looking at the buffer usage on both the

network switches and the buffers in the MSTCP receivers. We

are also in the process of analysing the performance of the

MSTCP protocol on a larger network with error prone links.
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